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This book presents a systematic design methodology for decoding the interior structure of the
Antikythera mechanism, an astronomical device from ancient Greece. The historical
background, surviving evidence and reconstructions of the mechanism are introduced, and the
historical development of astronomical achievements and various astronomical instruments are
investigated. Pursuing an approach based on the conceptual design of modern mechanisms
and bearing in mind the standards of science and technology at the time, all feasible designs of
the six lost/incomplete/unclear subsystems are synthesized as illustrated examples, and 48
feasible designs of the complete interior structure are presented. This approach provides not
only a logical tool for applying modern mechanical engineering knowledge to the reconstruction
of the Antikythera mechanism, but also an innovative research direction for identifying the
original structures of the mechanism in the future. In short, the book offers valuable new insights
for all readers who are interested in the Antikythera mechanism.
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Stephen W Mohn, “Superb Engineering Description of the Antikythera Analog Gear Based
Astronomical Computer. This book is an incredibly detailed and remarkable true engineering
study of the Antikythera gear-based analog astronomical computer, ca. 150 BC, to the point of
feasible reconstruction in terms of the actual mathematical equations that were solved. As
expected in a book of this technical caliber previous studies and conclusions about this device
are clearly delineated. Any semantic technical English matters are purely trivial given that they
in no way whatsoever detract from the remarkably exact and multifaceted engineering
descriptions of the overall computer system and the sub-systems that composed it. I just could
not believe that this book addressed my idle dream, from the perspective of a retired doctorate
levelresearch and development engineer, that there could ever be such a clearly written book
like this that could share my technical fascination associated with the device itself; unbelievable.”

Prospero, “Best detailed description of Antikythera Device yet. Best and most detailed
description of this unique and surprising artifact that I have seen. I have a special interest in
complex 'pre-computer' technology and computing and this device is unique in that respect.
Many references about this device are more for archaeologists, but this one goes into more
technical and schematic detail, which is just what I was looking for. I have the Kindle version and
even the most detailed diagrams show well in the larger color formats, such as on iPad and
presumably on Kindle Fire as well.”

D. Bakker, “Bad English, good research. The English is rather poor (e.g. in the use of erratic
articles and plurals, as well as verbal tenses), but the underlying research appears highly
detailed and thorough.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 5 people have provided feedback.
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